BASIC CPMS USER GUIDE FOR FIRST
CONNECTION, ENROLLING A PATIENT AND
STARTING A NEW PANEL.
1. The main CPMS dashboard
When you first login you will arrive at the main dashboard where you can access
your centre’s dashboard (Centre), your personal (ERN) dashboard and an
interactive map (Map) of Europe with all HCPs per ERN. There are also informative
training videos, CPMS user manuals and webinars available at this main CPMS
dashboard.

2. Accessing your personal (ERN) dashboard
Click the option “ERN” which can be found either under the application box or in
the top right heading. You will be directed to your personal dashboard where you
can see your tasks (my task list), panels that you started (my panels), and
upcoming meetings (my meetings) etc.

3. Choosing your preferences (first step!)
Click on the preferences tab on the left side menu. Here you should enter your
professional role and select which thematic areas you wish to be associated with
(one or several of the 5 RDWGs). The panel lead will be able to search members
by preference, making it easier to select panel members to invite.

4. How to enrol a patient and start a new panel:
Click on Centre (top right tab) and you will arrive at your HCP’s dashboard

Under the patients tab or the left side bar menu click Enrol Patient
Complete the patient enrolment form which includes a section on consent (the
consent form must be downloaded and signed by the patient) and identifying data.
*Please note: the consent form is available in all EU languages

Once all necessary data is completed click Enrol. A pop-up box will prompt you to
confirm that you are aware of your data protection responsibilities. Click “I
confirm”.
The patient is now enrolled in the CPMS.

5. Creating a new panel
To create a new panel with the patient you have just enrolled click « New panel »

You will be directed to the Consultation Form. The consultation form stores all of
the patient’s panel data that will be shared during the panel. From this point on,
the patient is given a nickname that cannot identify them.
The first point on the left side bar is Consultation Request.
This section is the minimum data set and is mandatory for a panel to be created.
a nickname so that no identifying information is shared during the panel.

Complete all information in the consultation request box including nickname (that
you create), previous panel (yes/no), consultation request reason (short
description), consultation request description (elaborate with more details, including
symptoms), the point of care specialist (specialist at the point of care), the ERN (i.e.

VASCERN), and the panel lead (doctor responsible for the management of the
panel).
Once completed, press Create Panel.
There are many other fields in the left side bar that can also be completed (e.g.
rare disease diagnosis, family history with pedigree, allergies, surgical procedures,
medical images (that you can upload and view) but these are not necessary to
proceed with the panel selection.
You can always add more information or modify the consultation form using the
Edit button. You will also notice that there is a Timeline on the right side bar that
is updated regularly.

When ready to invite other members to the panel click NEXT (located on the tracker
bar at the top of the page), to transition to the Panel Selection.

6. Selecting Members for a Panel

Click on the blue box Invite Members and you will be directed to the Panel
Selection page.
Select all members you would like to invite by clicking the Available tab and
searching members by thematic area. If you do not know who to select you can
click Co-ordinator assistance and the ERN coordinator will help you select
members for the panel.

Click the Invited tab to see those members you have invited and to set another
doctor as panel lead (e.g. if the lead goes on holiday or no longer available) by
changing the status of one of the members to panel lead.

Please note: For the panel to move forward to the next stage, all panel members
must accept or reject the invitation! If you pass to the next stage without the
members having accepted they will automatically be rejected.
Again, the timeline on the right displays all updates, such as when each member
accepts an invitation.
7. Scheduling a panel meeting
If you wish to schedule a meeting at this time (or in at another stage of the panel
process) you may do so by clicking the Schedule Meeting button located above
the timeline.

Complete the information including title, description, and type of meeting and click
on Schedule Meeting.

Check that participants have been invited to the meeting by clicking the
Participants tab. If they have not been invited to the meeting you may click Invite.
The Summary tab is where the lead can record a summary of the meeting after it
has finished.

You will see the meeting (with countdown until start time) at the bottom of the
Timeline. This is where you can connect directly to the meeting when it is time.
Comments can also be added in the chat box.

8. Data Completion Stage
If you wish to add additional data, you may do so by clicking the Request
Additional Data button located above the timeline.

Once you have entered the information, you can click on the Create Request
button located above the timeline to save the data.

9. Data Completion Stage
Once you are ready to move to the Data Completion stage click NEXT.
The Data Completion stage is where you can add more clinical data to the
consultation form (such as additional images or information) and the panel can
further discuss and arrange meetings if necessary.

To add more information you can click the Edit button where you can attach
additional documents and images. IMPORTANT: No identifiable information
concerning the patients should be found within these documents. Press Save then
Close.

At the bottom of the timeline there is a patient documents box where you can add
comments and chat to other members.
Please note: Before leaving this step you must have uploaded all documents,
images, and patient information as once you transition to the Assessment stage
of the panel, this is no longer possible.
To go back to the previous stage, you can click on the Previous button.

10. Assessment Stage
Press NEXT to transition to the Assessment stage.
Here there is a Record Contribution button where members can add comments
and discuss the case. Any contributions by panel members can be seen in the
timeline under the Contributions box.

When every member of the panel has recorded their contribution the Panel lead
can move to the Outcome stage by clicking Next.

11. Outcome Stage:
At this stage the panel lead reviews all of the information and must complete an
Outcome Report. The panel lead clicks Record outcome and completes the
report which details the decisions that have been made by the panel regarding the
patient.

Once the panel lead saves this draft outcome report it is accessible to all panel
members to view and comment on.
12. Sign-off, Closed and Archived Stages:
The panel lead checks that there are no further comments from other members of
the panel and once they are sure that the outcome is finalised they move to the

Sign-off stage and “sign-off” on the panel outcome. The final outcome document
can be downloaded by all members of the panel, to send to the point of care
specialist or to the patient.
The panel lead then presses NEXT to transition to Closed. Here they must state
how many hours were spent on the panel (important KPI for reports), if it was a
success and if the outcome was for diagnosis, treatment, clinical trial or other use.

The panel lead can choose to Archive the panel, which means that only members
of the same HCP as where the patient was enrolled can view it.

If the patient has consented to include their information for « ERN database of
Registry » (one of the choices of the consent form) then when the panel is
archived de-identified data will be stocked in the ERN Registry.
For more information, please read the CPMS User Guide & Reference
Manual available on the main CPMS dashboard under “User Manual”.

